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October 22, 2002 -- Roberts Room, Scholes 230
du'l
The University of New Mexico
AGENDA TOPICS

TYPE OF ITEM/PRESENTER(S)

1. Approval of Agenda

ACTION

2. Approval of Summarized Minutes

ACTION

3. Memorial Minute for Carl Schultz

ACTION
Jim Hamill

4. Request for Posthumous Degree for Randin B. Yazzie

ACTION
Beverly Burris

5. President's Report

INFORMATION
F. Chris Garcia

6.

INFORMATION
Brian Foster

Provost's Report

7. Faculty Senate President's Report

INFORMATION
Beverly Burris

CONSENT AGENDA TOPICS
8.

October Faculty Senate Committee Appointments

ACTION
Beverly Burris

9.

Forms C from the Curricula Committee

ACTION
Beverly Burris

DISCUSSION AGENDA TOPICS
10.

Faculty & Staff Benefits Committee Change

ACTION
Beverly Burris

11.

Credit Card Resolution

ACTION
Pam Olson

12. Committee Business

DISCUSSION
Beverly Burris

13.

DISCUSSION
Beverly Burris

Faculty Issues

14. New Business and Open Discussion
15. Adjournment

NOTES:
1.

2.
3.
4.

All faculty are invited to attend Faculty Senate meetings.
Full agenda packets are available to Senators at http://wWW.unm.edu/~facsen/
All infonnation pertaining to the Faculty Senate can be found at http://www.unm.edu/~facsen/
Questions should be directed to the Office of the Secretary, Scholes 101, 277-4664
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Faculty Senate 2002-2003
School/College
Organization Name

Last Name

First Name

Term

Civil Engineering

Vacant

Vacant

2001-2003

Last Name

First Name

Term

Vacant

Vacant

2002-2004

Vacant

Vacant

2001-2003

American Studies

Romero

Bazan

2001 -2003

Anthropology

Leonard

Robert

2001 -2003

Biology

Cripps

..Richard

2002-2004

Ccmmunication & Journalism

Hendry

• Judith

2002-2004

Earth & Planetary Sciences

Kues

Barry

2001 -2003

English

Obermeier

*Anita

2002-2004

Foreign L.angs & Lits

Lindsey

Byron

2002-2004

Mathematics & Statistics

Loring

Terry

2001-2003

Sociology

Broidy

Lisa

2001-2003

Sociology

Wadsworth

*Thomas

2002-2004

Spanish & Portuguese

Milleret

*Margo

2002-2004

Spanish & Portuguese

RiYera

Susan

2001-2003

Speech & Hearing Science

Patterson

Janet

2001-2003

Speech & Hearing Sciences

Ballachanda

*Bopanna

2002-2004

School/College

A&S

Organization Name

Schoo/lC'ollege

Anderson !)chools

Organization Name

Last Name

First Name

Term

Anderson Schools d Mngmt

Schatzberg

John

2001-2003

Anderson Schools rl Mngmt

Shana

*Avraham

2002-2004

School/College

Architecture & Planning

Organization Name

Last Name

First Name

Term

Architecture & Planning

Cordova

-Teresa

2002-2004

Tuesday, February 18, 2003

School/College

General Library

Organization Name

Last Name

First Name

Term

Gen Lib-Collect & Tech

Bordeianu

*Sever

2002-2004

Organization Name

Last Name

First Name

Term

School of Law

Burr

Sherri

2001-2003

Organization Name

Last Name

First Name

Term

Los AlaTIOS Campus

Davies-Wilson

*Dennis

2001-2003

Last Name

First Name

Term

Vacant

Vacant

2001-2003

Vacant

Vacant

2002-2004

Vacant

Vacant

2001 -2003

Biochemistry & Molecular Bid

Orlando

*Robert

2002-2004

Cell Biology & Physiology

Rogers

Sheny

2001-2003

Emergency Medicine

Craig

*Frances

2001-2003

Fanily & Comm Medicine

SeelJer

*Kerrie

2002-2004

Health Science Library & lnforma

carr

*Richard

2001 -2003

Internal Medicine

Gonzales

DavidV.

2001-2003

Internal Medicine

Hashimoto

*Fred

2002-2004

Internal Medicine

Voss

*Carolyn

2002-2004

Molecular Gen & Microbiology

Ness

Scat

2001-2003

Neurosciences

Wallace

*James

2002-2004

Obstetrics & Gynecology

Cole

*Laurence

2002-2004

Zsemlye

-Meggan

2002-2004

Obstetrics & Gynecotogy

Schenck

Robert

2001-2003

Orthopaedics & Rehab

Scariano

John

2001-2003

Pathology

Greger

Nancy

2001-2003

Pediatrics

Whisler

-sandra

2002-2004

Pediatrics

Winter

*Stuart

2002-2004

Pediatrics

School/College

School/College

School/College

Law

Los Alamos

Medicine

Organization Name

Tuesday, February 18, 2003

cause of so~ial justice in ~he world. He was a very fine teacher and a well-respected sociologist·
full of promise, not all of 1t realized.
·
Moreover, he maintained many friendships and had an active social life. His round-the-clock
attenda~ts frequently became his friends; when Miguel relocated to Santa Cruz three years ago,
one of his attendants moved from Albuquerque to Santa Cruz to continue working with him.
Miguel received tenure an~ promotion to Associate Professor at UN M in 1998, and spoke of this
as one of the most rewarding accomplishments of his life.
Quadriplegics such as Miguel experience a gradual diminishing of their respiratory function . A few
years ag~, when we were having lunch, Miguel told me that he had made the decision not to go
on a respirator when he could no longer breathe without one. Not understanding at first, thinking
that perhaps there was some other medical alternative, I asked him, "What will you do then?" "Go
to heaven ," he replied.
I~ conclusion I would like to read part of the written statement that Miguel left for his family and
fnends, to be read after his death :
"I think a lot about the fears, anguish, pain and sadness that I can cause the people who love me.
Some time after my departure, the realization may come that I am where I want to be, that I left
as I wanted to go. This realization may bring us peace and even a little happiness.
Maybe that is the best moment to take leave-to retire at the highest point of my pursuits, and
without having to feel that I am stretching my existence laboriously, waiting for the moment when
the grim reaper comes searching for me, instead of my going out to meet him . I do not have the
smallest worry or fear of the very moment of death. Perhaps this is a bit morbid, but I even have a
small element of curiosity about what there is on the other side, if anything is there. I believe there
will be a wave of sadness and nostalgia caused by my absence. I know that you will miss me,
and I will miss you.
But the absence, I believe, does not deny the existence of the being. Memories remain , and so
does a presence, even if not physical. Maybe it was destiny that I leave a bit earlier. I feel that in
this step I only leave this body that destiny ruined.
One of you told me about the universal myth of he to whom destiny brings a trip to unknown
places, to see that part of existence very few people know, to explore a strange wortd and later,
later to return to tell about and share that extraordinary experience. As of August 1992 we all
found ourselves in an unexpected and strange wor1d, one which somehow made me, together
with you , live a deeper life. I feel that I am now taking the next step, beginning the next chapter of
this adventure."
5.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
President F. Chris Garcia reported that progress is being made on the funding formula and that
arbitrary figures will be plugged into the current formula and the newest version of the formula to
see how differences will effect UNM.
President Garcia noted that economic development is most important to UNM right now, both in
the local community as well as statewide. He said he is meeting with a lot of people, both on and
off campus to learn what needs to be done and to learn w~at is req~ired of hi_m person~lly. He is
talking with candidates for office to determine how UNM will fare with the leg1Slature this year.
Issues of misconduct and privacy addressed in Provost Foster's memorandum to the campuses
is supported fully by President Garcia and he said that Provost Foster would speak more about
that during his report to the Senate.
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Senator William Bramble 0"echni?BI Education Center) agrees with the complexity of the issue
and feels ~hat some technical assistance to address compliance issues would be helpful to the
perso~ domg the_ research. Provost Foster said that with changes to management systems will
come increases m responsibility of principal investigators and staff in order that it all works to
insure compliance.
Senator Gireesh Gupchup (Pharmacy) asked if directors of financial affairs in colleges and
departments are getting the training they need for compliance also? Provost Foster said that he
did not know but that it is something to look at for career development for all staff.

7.

FACULTY SENATE PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Faculty Senate President Beverly Burris called roll. She then noted that the Senate Operations
Committee is using the issues discussed at the September 6 Senate and Committee Chair
Retreat to develop a Culture of Academic Citizenship. She also added that the membership
issues regarding the Faculty & Staff Benefits Committee are being addressed with input from the
University Counsel's Office.
Volunteers are requested by President Burris for senators from several colleges/schools rather
than going through the Deans. Anyone who knows of a person interested in becoming a senator
is asked to contact President Burris. She also asked for volunteers to fill Faculty Senate
Representative positions on committees. Committees that need representatives are: Intellectual
Property; Faculty & Staff Benefits; Curricula; Campus Planning; KUNM; Scholarships, Prizes &
Loans; Student Conduct; Student Publications; Student Union Board; Teaching Enhancement;
Undergraduate; and, University Press. Volunteers are asked to contact President Burris as soon
as possible.
President Burris announced that the President's Council will meet on September 28. She
explained that this is a group of Presidents from Faculty Senates from the four-year institutions in
New Mexico. The group will be discussing lobbying priorities, other issues on campuses, and the
possibility of establishing a faculty regent for each institution.
President Burris said that a committee is working towards the establishment of a Faculty Club. A
question about what a Faculty Club is was asked. President Burris said it is a place where faculty
and staff can meet and socialize. Anyone interested in participating on the committee is asked to
contact President Burris as soon as possible.

8 & 9.

CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS
The Summer 2002 Candidate List and Forms C and Form D from the Curricula Committee were
approved by unanimous voice vote of the Faculty Senate. Forms C and Form D approved are:
Revision of BBA, Anderson Schools of Management
Revision of Major in Child Development & Family
Relations, Family Studies Program;
Individual Family & Community Education
Revision of Minor in Child Development & Family Relations,
Family Studies Program;
Individual Family & Community Education
Revision of BS & Major in General Family Studies,
Family Studies; Individual Family & Community
Education
Revision of BS & Minor in General Family Studies,
Family Studies; Individual Family & Community
Education
Revision of BS Ed & Major in Elementary Educatio~;
Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies
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Revision of Major in Elementary Education (PreProfessional); Language, Literacy &
Sociocultural Studies
Revision of _Major & Minor in BA in Speech & Hearing
Sciences; Speech & Hearing Sciences
New Ph.D. in Nursing (FormD); College of Nursing

10.

DISCUSSION AGENDA ITEMS
NOMINATIONS FOR THE PRESIDENTIAL SEARCH COMMITTEE
President Burris opened the floor for nominations to the Presidential Search Committee. The following
faculty members were nominated from the floor:
.
Sherri Burr, John Geissman, Philip Gonzales, Louise Lamphere, Leroy Ortiz, Steven Preskill, Sally
Seidel,_ Avraham Shama, Pamela Cheek, Amy Wohlert, Pope Moseley, Sul Kassicieh, Carolyn Montoya,
Be~h Tigges, Kenneth Frandsen, Ruth Luckasson, Harold Delaney, Bernard Moret, Linda Hall, Virginia
Seiser, Steven Block, Garth Bawden, Bruce Thompson, and Anita Obermeier.
The Senate Operations Committee will select 10-12 nominees to present to Ricardo Maestas of the
President's Office for consideration as members of the Presidential Search Committee. President Burris
req~ested curriculum vita or resumes from all nominees within 24 hours. Anyone wishing to support a
particular nominee may send e-mail to President Burris.

11 .

RESOLUTION FROM THE SENATE OPERATIONS COMMITTEE REGARDING A PRESIDENT
CANDIDATE FORUM
The following resolution is presented by Senator Ed Desantis (University College) to the Faculty Senate
from the Senate Operations Committee:
RESOLUTION
The Faculty Senate proposes that all candidates for the presidency of UNM be invited to participate in a joint
public forum to be held after all of the candidates have completed their individual campus visits.
Senator Desantis said that historically candidates have not drawn large audiences or had the opportun ity to
respond to questions from those who attend and that attendance has not been great. The idea of having all
candidates available to respond to questions and interact with each other was received well. There was
extensive discussion about involving the media in order to draw a large audience, how the forum would be
paid for, and what the process would be in order to provoke active participation of candidates. A suggestion
to change the word •candidates• to "finalists• was discussed and agreed upon. John Geissman (Earth &
Planetary Science) explained that the current resolution is only a modification of the process used by the
Regents. A call for a vote was made and seconded. The resolution was approved by unanimous voice
vote of the Faculty Senate. The new text reads as follows:
RESOLUTION
The Faculty Senate proposes that all finalists for the presidency of UNM be invited to participate in a joint
public forum to be held after all of the candidates have completed their individual campus visits.

12.

RESOLUTION FROM THE SENATE OPERATIONS COMMITTEE REGARDING A FACULTY REGENT
The following resolution is presented by the Senate Operations Committee:
RESOLUTION
The UNM Faculty Senate hereby endorses the initiative to include a Faculty Regent on every Board of
Regents in New Mexico, and, where appropriate, to increase the size of each board to seven members,
including one faculty member and one student.
Senator Chua is concerned that having a faculty regent is a conflict of interest when issues involving faculty
are questioned. Senator Sherri Burr (Law) asked how the process wo~s in selec:tion of a regent._ John
Geissman explained that a regent is selected by the gove~nor from~ list_of candidates. A _quest10~ about
whether an attorney has been consulted was raised. President Burns said she_do~ ~ot think that 1s
necessary. She added that it is not common practice among senates at other mst1tut1ons to have a faculty

6

regen~, bu_t faculty regent~ are not unprecedented although it appears that more institutions are heading in
th~t d1rect1on . The question of approving the resolution was called and the resolution passed by unani mous
voice vote of the Faculty Senate.

13.

SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT COMMITTEE RESOLUTION

The following resolution was presented for consideration by Senator Bazan Romero and Tim
Canova (Law):
RESOLUTION ON SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE INVESTING
WHEREAS, this Committee has been charged with considering the issues of socially respons ible
investment (SRI) and the Un iversity of New Mexico endowment, as well as investment in World
Bank Bonds ;
WHEREAS, the University of New Mexico Regents ' Endowment Investment Management Pol icy
does not presently acknowledge the issue of socially responsible investment, defined by the
Social Investment Forum as an "investment process that considers the social and environmental
consequences of investments, both positive and negative, within the context of rigorous financial
analysis";
WHEREAS, legal and financial research has found that a socially responsible investment policy is
legally permitted and financially sound under contemporary "prudent investor" standards ;
IT IS RESOLVED by this Committee to recommend that UNM adopt a socially responsible
investment policy with regard to the investments in its endowment. Further, we recommend that
25% or more of the endowment be invested in socially responsible companies within the next
three years .
IT IS FURTHER RESOLVED by this Committee to recommend that such a policy includes the
establishment of a socially responsible investment review committee to evaluate and monitor the
University's investments. This Committee should include representatives democratically elected
or appointed from diverse constituencies and stakeholders from the UNM community, including
representatives from the Associated Students of the University (ASUNM), the Graduate and
Professional Student Association (GPSA), the Student Bar Association (SBA), UNM Staff
Council, and the UNM Faculty Senate. This Committee will work with the UNM Foundation 's
Investment Committee to develop specific SRI guidelines and assist in providing information
about positive and negative company performance.
History of investing by UNM was presented by Mr. Canova. A discussion ensued about the
recommendation of 25 percent amount for endowment investments in socially responsible
companies. It was mentioned several times that the amount is somewhat arbitrary and only
meant to begin a process for socially responsible investments and nothing more. After further
discussion Senator Burr called the question . The resolution passed by voice vote of the Faculty
Senate with only one opposed .
14.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 5:1 5 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

~

Vivian Valencia
University Secretary

Donna Hoff
Technical Publications Coordinator
Office of the Secretary
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MEMORIAL MINUTE FOR DR. CARL SCHULTZ

On Wednesday, August 7, 2002, Dr. Carl Schultz, Professor in the Department of Marketing, Information
and Decision Sciences , passed away. His loss is felt by all at the Anderson Schools of Management and
the community at large . It is difficult to envision an academic year without Dr. Schultz present; without his
concern for others, his quiet manner, his gentle assurance of highest standards in the classroom, his
commitment to student learning and growth, his sense of humor (especially regarding his passion for golf),
his civility to others, and his encouragement for living a balanced life.

Dr. Schultz earned his Ph.D . in Operations Research from the University of North Carolina in 1979. He
subsequently accepted a faculty appointment at the Anderson Schools in 1979, rising through the
professional ranks to Professor in 1991. His research focused on seminal issues in operations
management. Dr. Schultz disseminated his research in the highest quality academic journals including
Decision Sciences, Journal of the Operational Research Society, Management Science and OMEGA for
which he has received considerable academic acclaim. Students consistently lauded Dr. Schultz for his
teaching effectiveness . They viewed his classes as tough but exceptional for their content and skill
development. He combined theory and practice while keeping classes lively with his subtle humor.

Carl's colleagues held him in the highest regard for his contribution to management education and
academic advancements in his field. However the collective sentiment is that our School and the
University community have lost someone very special; someone who deeply touched the lives of those
around him; who left the world a much better place for his presence; and, someone who simply cannot be
replaced. Carl, we will miss you.

......
Upper Division Teacher Education - Gallup

Bruce Payette, EDD
Program Manager
200 College Road
Gallup, NM 87301
505.863.7612
505.863.n26 FAX
tp \l;ll• /l l

October 15, 2002
To: UNM Faculty Senate
The Upper Division Teacher Education Program at the Gallup Branch would like to
request that a posthumous Bachelors of Science degree in Elementary Education be conferred
upon Mr. Randin B. Yazzie. Mr. Yazzie was a student in good standing until his untimely death in
the summer of 2002 due to complications from a sustained battle with cancer. Cohorts in his
teacher methods classes are currently performing their student teaching requirement in area
schools this current semester (Fall,2002).
We believe Mr. Yazzie deserved this degree because he had very nearly finished his
degree requirements. The Upper Division Teacher Education program at Gallup requires that
student teachers complete all of their course work in the various content areas prior to conducting
their student teaching semester. Mr. Yazzie was matriculating in the last of those methods
courses when he simply became too sick to continue. When asked why he wanted to continue
.... with the education classes when he was so close to death he said: ·1 enjoy being here and it
keeps my mind off the seriousness of what I am facing".
On a more personal note we would also suggest that Randin was the first member of his
family to work toward a Bachelor's degree. He was a (Navajo) tribally enrolled member of the
Sanders, AZ community which meant he traveled 2 hours round trip to attend classes at UNMGallup. He did an outstanding job in many of his classes including the construction of a model
suspension bridge that was approximately 6 feet long and 3 feet tall for an engineering project
demonstration. Additionally he was a substitute teacher in the Sanders Valley School District
which meant he was a teacher and role model there as well.
ft is with great regret that our department unanimously makes this request for a
posthumous degree but we do believe that Mr. Randin Yazzie was a student deserving of a
Bachelors degree in Elementary Education. Please feel free to contact us at the Upper Division
Teacher Education program in Gallup at (505) 863-7612 if you have any q~estions or need
additional information.

OCTOBER COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS TO FACULTY SENATE COMMITTEES

Budget
Gabriela Gutierrez, Architecture & Planning, Term ends 2005
Campus Planning
Gordon Hodge, Psychology, Term ends 2003
Governmental Affairs
Peter N . Winograd , Teacher Education, Term ends 2005
Honorary Degree
Laurie Hudson, Biomedical Science, Term ends 2004
Rick Meyer, Language, Literature & Sociocultural Studies, Term ends 2003
Stephen Preskill, Education Leadership & Organizational Learning, Term ends 2004
Research Policy
Timothy Graham, History, Term ends 2004
Debra Waters, Health Sciences Center, Term ends 2003
Undergraduate
Eleni Bastea, Architecture & Planning, Term ends 2004
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Enclosed are ~e propo~e? revisions and additions to the Associate of Science degree in Community
Health Educat10n. Individual forms are included for each of the proposed changes. Toe following
will hopefully explain each of the changes:

In the "Communications" section:
0(
, / /Replace English 219, Technical Writing, with C&J 151, Writing for the Mass Media
Eng 219 is geared more for learning to write technical manuals, etc... C&J 151
Rationale:

.

teaches students to write and create brochures, as well as put together public relations
plans. Tbis seems more beneficial to students we hope will be planning educational
events and developing educational material. J
,1" fe_?L-

.
.
.,
: {)7() ,, 111
In the "Health Education Core" section:
/ .( j1)it- ) 1)-)Y
Change H Ed 293, Topics, to H Ed 261/ Introducti~ to Community Health. This has been
offer~d _as~ special topics class in the past. We would ~ow be requ•J in the health core

and givmg rt a permanent course number./-

Jrt1),/1d I V ~ ~

Change H Ed 293, Topics, to H Ed 27f)Dia~etes E~ion. This has been offered as a
special topics class. We would now offer it as a permanent elective in the degree.

in~ ~l70:;1;;Q\4,,,0;1;t-z:-te.d_

Addition ofa new course, H Ed 280, t'd~uirity Health Edtlc-;tion Program Planning. This
course would be required in the health core and would introduce the students to the principles
of how to assess community needs, plan appropriate programs, and evaluate the effectiveness
of the programs nnplemented. In addition, the course would address the basics of research
design.
.
·.

/'i .J::.. c.l)07L/J? 63¼ 1 £ ~ft~~

Addition of a new course, H Ed 290, Fie:k!Experience. This would be a required course in
the health core which would be a practicum or internship where the students would be placed
with an agency in the community to gain practical experience in an area of Health Education
in which the students are interested.
There is also the addition of several pre-requisites and co-requisites, which you will see noted in the
right margin of the Health Core section What I am trying to accomplish is to have the students
prepared with English 10 1 and 102 before they begin their 200 level health education core, in hopes
of them having better developed writing skills for the necessary projects in each of those classes. In
addition, before they take the higher 200 level health courses, we want them to have completed the
Introduction to Community Health and the Foundations of Health Promotion classes. The listed corequisites have been added for two reasons. The .first is an attempt to secure a course sequence
which the students will follow throughout their degree plan. The second is to allow several classes
to coordinate their syllabi together to create project opportunities which will reinforce the learning
in each of those classes. For example, if students are taldng H Ed 260, H Ed 261, & C&J 151 at the
same time, they·can plan a health fair for the health classes and learn how to develop the educational
materials in C&J 151, as well as a marketing plan to assure the attendance· of the targeted population
from the community.
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Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications / Long Range Planning Statement:

This revision will require no additional faculty resources. If this revision leads to
increased enrollments, as hoped, in will generate a modest increase in demand for
graduate courses in both LAS and Management. Given that both the LAS program, and
the dual degree MALAS/MBA program are currently well below historical enrollment
levels, faculty capacity exists to absorb any plausible increase in enrollments. By
offering greater flexibility regarding areas of concentration within both the LAS and
MBA components, this revision will allow students to work around any short-term
faculty resource bottlenecks that may develop in the future.

Effect on other programs:

Potential for increased enrollments in both LAS and Management courses, taught in
various departments within Arts and Sciences as well as ASM. Since this proposal
of concentrations available to students, any increased graduate
increases the ranoe
b
enrollments will be widely distributed across units and adverse to none.
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1 HEALTH SCIENCES C ENTER

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DEPT. OF ORTHOPAEDICS

PHYSICAL THERAPY PROGRAM

RECEiVED/ OGS

Health Sciences and Se rvices Building, Room 204
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131 -5661
Telephone (505) 272-5755

JUN 1 ~ 2002

May 15, 2002
Memo:

To:

Paul Roth M .D .
Dean, School of Medicine
Moheb Moneim M.D .
Chair, Dept. of Orthopaedics and Rehabilitation

From:

Ron Andrews, Ph.D., P.T.

~

Director, Physical Therapy Program

Re:

Form C to rectify total credits

Dr. Roth and Dr. Moneim. Please sign the attached form C with supporting documentation. We did
some minor adjusting of our clinical curriculum last year and filed the appropriate curricular forms
on.main campus, which were approved (form A's). I was recently informed that since the
adJustments changed the total credits required in the program from 105 to 107, we needed to file a

form C, Degree/Pro gram Change.

Thanks.
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New degree title is Master of Science Degree in Speech-Language Pathology.
See attached sheets for catalog changes.
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).

The name of the degree is being changed to reflect the deletion of the Audiology
Concentration. Revisions to the program are being made in order to comply with
changes in standards of the Council on Academic Accrftdi~ation in Audiology and
Sp_e ech-Language Pathology °'-~ ~~~--\- O(.;.r- \ . ~ ~ oy~~c\~'i- ~c..t..:. l·-f-..., '-" A;-u '
Library Impact Statement. Name of fibrarian consulted and attached signed 1mpad s\atement. (I necessaryf
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement.
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes
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If Yes, have you resolved these issues with department/branch involved? _____ (attach statement)
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Graduate Advisors:
Bopanna Ballachanda, Ph.D .
, Linda Cullivan, Ph.D.
Barbara Rodrtguez, Ph.D .
Any changes made after initial advisement must receive prior approval from the advisor. Failure to obtain this
approval can extend the program by one year.
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Application Deadlines
* Fall semester: February 15
Spring semester: September 15

* Only applicat~ons receiv~d by these deadlines are assured of consideration. Applications to the audiology graduate
program ~re typ1ca!ly considered only for Fall semester entry. Applications for entry to the audiology graduate
program m the Sprmg semester are considered only on the basis of program needs and if the prerequisite courses for
the lockstep pattern have been completed.
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* Only applications received by these deadlines are assured of consideration. Applications to the audiology graduate
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I program are typically considered only for Fall semester entry. Applications for entry to the audiology craduate
i
/ program in the Spring semester are considered only on the basis of program needs and if the prerequisite courses for
i
.1 the lockstep pattern ha>,•e been completed.
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M.S. in Speech and Hearing Sciences
Concentrations: speech-language pathology (SLP) audiology (AUD). The Department of Speech and Hearing
Sciences awards the Master of Science degrees in speech-language pathology and audiology under both Plan I
(thesis) and Plan II (non-thesis) according to regulations set forth in earlier pages of this catalog. The Council of
Academic Accreditation in Audiology and Speech-Language Pathology of the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association (ASHA) accredits both programs. All students must fulfill the academic and practicum requirements for
the Certification of Clinical Competence set forth by ASHA and specified departmental courses. Persons with a
bachelor's degree in a field other than Speech and Hearing Sciences are encouraged to apply. Advisement materials
specifying admission and related material are available upon request from the department. All applicants should
obtain and review these materials prior to initiating the admission process.
M.S. in Speech-Language Pathology
Goncentrations: speech language pathology (SLP) audiology (AUD). The Department of Speech and Hearing
Sciences award~1
Master of Science degree in speech-language pathology and audiology under both Plan I (thesis)
and Plan II (non-thesis) according to regulations set forth in earlier pages of this catalog. The Council of Academic
Accreditation in Audiology and Speech-Language Pathology of the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association (ASHA) accredits the program. All students must fulfill the academic and practicum requirements for
the Certification of Clinical Competence set forth by ASHA and specified departmental courses. Persons with a
bachelor's degree in a field other than Speech and Hearing Sciences are encouraged to apply. Advisement materials
specifying admission and related material are available upon request from the department. All applicants should
obtain and review these materials prior to initiating the admission process.
Students entering the graduate program must have earned at least a C in the courses used to meet the American
Speech-Language-Hearing Association requirements of at least 6 semester hours or 8 quarter hours of
Biological/Physical Sciences and Mathematics and at least 6 semester hours or 8 quarter hours of Behavioral and
Social Sciences. These courses may be the same courses used to meet other college or university requirements. They
may not include remedial course work and they must include a statistics course in which the analysis of variance is
taught. Students who have not completed these requirements will be required to do so within the first 3 semesters
after acceptance into the graduate program in order to continue their enrollment.
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Students entering the graduate program must have earned at least a C in the courses used to meet the American
Speech-Language-Hearing Association requirements of at 3 semester hours in Mathematics, 3 semester hours in
Biological Sciences, 3 semester hours in Physical Sciences, and 3 semester hours in Social/Behavioral Sciences.
Students must also have taken a Statistics course in which analysis of variance is taught. These courses may be the
same courses used to meet other college or university requirements. They may not include remedial course work.
Students w~o havhe not dcompleted these requirements will be required to do so within the first 3 semesters after
acceptance mto t e gra uate program in order to continue their enrollment
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All students entering the graduate program are responsible for completion of the following undergraduate courses or
their equivalent within the first 3 semesters of graduate emollment, with a grade of at least B-: SHS 303 , 320,
321,350, 410, 425, 428, 430, 431,450 and 458. Courses or their equivalents that were taken more than six years
before entering the graduate program, or courses for which a grade lower than B- was received, cannot be used to
fulfill this requirement. The graduate advisor, in consultation with the Curriculum and Advisement Committee, will
determine whether a course may be considered equivalent and will decide how the requirement must be fulfilled: by
taking or re-taking the course, by testing out or by auditing.
All students entering the graduate program are responsible for completion of the following undergraduate courses or
their equivalent within the first 3 semesters of graduate enrollment, with a grade of at least B-: SHS 303, 310, 321,
330,425, 428, 430, 431,458, and 459. Courses or their equivalents that were taken more than six years before
entering the graduate program, or courses for which a grade lower than B- was received, cannot be used to fulfill
this requirement. The graduate advisor, in consultation with the Curriculum and Advisement Cornrnittee, will
determine whether a course may be considered equivalent and will decide how the requirement must be fulfilled: by
_/
taking or re-taking the course, by testing out or by auditing.
The speech-language pathology concentration includes the basic sciences requirements (see paragraph 2 above) and
SHS 300 and 400 level courses listed above as well as the following academic courses: SHS 500, 505 (3 emollments
to include no more than 2 summer sessions), 506,507,517,525,531,533,534,535, 538, 558, and a 500 level
elective that may be selected from department course offerings or from course offerings from a variety of
departments subject to approval by the SHS department.
-

The speech-language pathology program includes the basic sciences requirements (see paragraph 2 above) and SHS
300 and 400 level courses listed above as well as the following academic courses: SHS 500 (at least 4 enrollments to
include no more than 2 summer sessions), 505,506,507,517,525,531,533,534,535,558, and two 500 level
electives that may be selected from department course offerings or from course offerings from a variety of
departments subject to approval by the SHS department.
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The audiology concentration includes the basic sciences requirem_ents and SHS 300 and 400 level courses listed
above· as well as the following courses: Sign 201, SHS 500 (3 enrollments to include no more than 2 summer
sessions), 506, 521, 558, 560, 561,562, 563, 564, 567, 568 and a 500 level elective that may be selected from
department course offerings or from course offerings from a variety of departments subject to approval by the SHS
department. The Audiology Program is a "lock step" program. Students must take the credit hours specified for each
semester in the program.

1

)The audiology concentration includes the basic sciences requirements and SH~ 300 and 400 le:r,•el courses listed
above· as well as the follov,ring courses: Sign 201, SHS 500 (3 enrolhnents to mclude no more than 2 swnmer
sessions), 506, 521, 558, 560, 561,562, 563, 564, 567, 568 and a 500 level electi:r,re that may be selected from
department course offerinos or from course offerings from a :r,rariety of departments subject to appro,,ral by the SHS
department. The Audiolo;y Program is a "lock step" program. Students must take the credit hours specified for each
_semester in the program.
___.
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Speech and Hearing Sciences (SHS)
302. Introduction to Communicative Disorders. (3)
. (Also offered as Spc Ed 302,) The nature of speech, language and hearing disorders ~n children and ad~ts; _overview
of speech and hearing anatomy and physiology; multicultural issues; emphasizes the rmpact of cornmurncative
disorders on individuals and families.

P~acticum assignme~t and semina~ for student assigned to their first clinical practice, includmg LP and audiolo y
chruc program reqmrements. Topics relevant to students beginning their clinical tranung mclude vmtmg of
treatment plans, progress reports and evaluations.

r

500. Climcal Practice. [Climcal Practice: SLP.] (3 to a maximum of 18) fl
Practicum assignment and seminars covering topics and skills in clinical practice. As ignm nts and semmar top1
vary from semester to semester.
Prerequisite : 458 or pennission of instructor.

'-

505. Advanced Clinical Practice. (1-3 to a maximum of 12) fl
Practicum assignment and seminar covering a variety of topics, including diagnostics and evaluation m di cal
practice in hospital settings, and supervised clinical practice in off campus sites. Assignments and seminar topics
:'ary from semester to semester, may be repeated with different assignments . Prerequisite: 500 or pemtission of
mstructor.

505. i\dYanced Clinical Practice. (l 3 to a maximum of 12) A
Practicum assignment and sell1illar coYering a Yariety of topics, including diagnostics and e•,•aluatJen med1
practice in hospital settings, and superYised clinical practice in off campus sites. Assignments and seminar l ~
"'ary from semester to semester, may be repeated 1Nith different assignments . Prerequisite: 500 or pemussion of
instructor.
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*505. Neural Basis of Communication. (3)
Structure and function of the central and peripheral nervous systems as they relate to normal and dis rd red
comrnumcation.
Prerequisite: 310 or pemtission of instructor.
506. Research Design in Communicative Disorders. (3) Based on a scientist-practiti ner model, this c urse i
introduction to research design with an emphasis on concep-tual foundations and critical valuation.
Pre- or corequisite: Psych 200

J

n

506. Reading and Writing in Research. (3) Based on a scientist-practitioner model, this course i an intr duct, n t
research design with an emphasis on concep-tual foundations and critical evaluati n.
Pre- or corequisite: Psych 200
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507. Adult Neurogemc Communicative Disorders. (3)
Comprehensive survey of predominant adult neurogenic communication disorders . Content includes the ret1cal
issues, etiology, differential diagnosis, symptomatology, prognosis, and recovery.
Prerequisite: 450.
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507. Adult Neurogenic Communicative Disorders. (3)
Comprehensive survey of predominant adult neurogenic communication disorders. Content includes theoretical
issues, etiology, differential diagnosis, symptomatology, prognosis, and recovery.
Prerequisite: 505.

!-

517. Dysphagia. (3)
Acquire knowledge relevant to the identification, evaluation, treatment of infant and adult swallowing disorders.
--,
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517. Dyspbagia. (3)
Acquire knowledge relevant to the identification, evaluation treatment of infant and adult swallowing disorders.
Prerequisite: 310.
521. Advanced Hearing Sciences. (3)
~dvanced anatomy and physiology. Perception of simple and complex sounds in normal hearing and hearing
unpaired.

7

525 . Voice Disorders. (3)
Based on knowledg_e of normal voice production, various voice disorders are surveyed and approaches to evaluatJOn
and treatment are discussed.

f 525 . Voice Disorders. (3)
' Based on knowledge of normal voice production, various voice disorders are surveyed and approaches to ev luauon
i and treatment are discussed.
i Prerequisite: 310 .
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527. Assessment and Treatment of Adult Neurogenic Communication Disorders. (3)
Comprehensive review of diagnostic and therapeutic approaches for adult neurogemc cornmumcauon disorders.
Prerequisite: 507 or pennission of instructor.
7
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,' 527. Assessment and Treatment of Adult Neurogenic Communication Disorders. (3)

l Comprehensive reviev,1 of diagnostic and therapeutic approaches for adult neurogenio communication disorders.
/ Prerequisite: 507 or permission of instructor.
531. Neuromotor Speech/Augmentative Communication Systems. (3)
Overview of symptomatology of child and adult neurogenic disorders, with fo cus on assessment, des ign and
implementation of augmentative/alternative communication.

I

531. Motor Speech Disorders and Stuttering. (3)
~:~:~:~;~~~::::~~ogy of child and adult neurogenic disorders and fluen cy disorder , with a fi cus

0

/_ Prerequisite: 505.
,..,-I
532. Augmentative Communication. (1)
I
I
Overview and/or hands-on-experience with nonelectronic and electronic aids and devices used for augmenta t1 e
I communication. Focus may be on particular disabilities, assessment, therapeutic and/or research 1 ues.
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533. Assessing Language in Children. (3)
Principles and procedures of assessment for language disorders in children.
Prerequisite: 431.
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534. Intervention: Child Language Disorders. (3)
Principles and intervention procedures for child language dis-orders from early childhood through adolescence
Methods for examining treatment efficacy in clinical and research contexts. Prerequisite: 43 1.
535. Medical Speech Language-Pathology: Special Population & Issues. (3)
Topics relevant to practice in a medical setting are reviewed including evaluation and treatment of children with
birth defects (cleft palate) and other special populations; professional and administrative concerns .
1
.'..__Prerequisite: 350.
535. Medical Speech Language-Pathology: Special Popwation & Issues. (3)
Topics relevant to practice in a medical setting are reviewed including evaluation and treatment of children ,;ith
birth defects (cleft palate) and other special populations; professional and administrative concerns.
Prerequisite: 505.
_.
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536. Seminar in Speech and Language Pathology. (1-3 to a maximum of 6)
537. Clinical Aphasiology. (3)
. .
A course to develop ability to score, administer and interpret the Porch Index of ComrnumcatJ
Prerequisite: 5 07 or permission of instructor.

.........

53 8. Stuttering. (3 )
A critical examination of p_a st and present approaches to stuttering assessment and management with an emphasis on '
treatment outcome evaluation.
539. Topics . (1 -3 to s maximum of 6) 6
Prerequisite : permission of instructor. {Offered upon demand}
540. Seminar on Reading and the Brain. (3)
This _co~se will explore the brain processes involved in reading using a systems analysis appro ach. After
cons1denng models and processes of reading and neurological physiological substratum of reading, breakdown in
reading will be examined.

r~~ 1540.

Seminar on Reading and the Brain. (3)
This _cou~se •.vill explore the brain process~s invo h •ed in re~ding usi~g a ~ystems analysis approach. After
cons1denng models and processes of readmg and neuro logical phys10log1cal substratum ofreading, breakdovm in
L reading \llill be examined.
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551 -552. Problems . (1-3 to a maximum of 6) /1

I
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558. Clinical Internship. (6-9 to a maximum of 18)
Prerequisite: permission of instructor. {Fall, Spring, Summer}
560. Clinical Audiology I. (3)
Pure tone testing, speech testing, masking, immittance testing, introduction to evoked potentials testing, pediatric
testing, hearing aid fitting and other topics in audiology.
Prerequisite: 321 or pennission of instructor.
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561. Clinical Audiology II. (3)
Advanced diagnostic procedures, including advanced immittance testing, central auditory processing assessment,
and electronystagmography.
Prerequisite: 560.
r··-
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561. Clinical Audiology II. (3)
AdYanced diagnostic procedures, including ad,,anced immittance testing, central auditory processing assessment,
and electronystagmography.
Prerequisite: 560.

7
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562. Electrophysiologic Measures of Audition. (3) Auditory evoked potentials testing.
Prerequisites: 560. {Spring}

~;5-11.. ----) 562. Electrophysiologic Measmes of Audition. (3) Auditory eYoked potentials testing.
~ [~ _Prerequisites: 560. (Spring}

563 . Amplification. (3)
Advanced topics in amplification including: fitting Prescriptions, real-ear measurement, modification of
electroacoustic characteristics of a hearing aid, digital hearing aids, classroom amplification systems, cochlear
implants and vibrotactile devices . Prerequisite: 560. {Summer}

, - :363. Amplification. (3)

. .
.
.
: AdYanced topics in amplification including: fitting Prescnpt1ons, real ear measurement, mod1ficat10n of
electro acoustic characteristics of a hearing aid, digital hearing aids, classroom amplification systems, cochlear
implants and vibrotactile de 1,•ices. Prerequisite: 560. (Summer)
564. Hearing Conservation. (3)
Role of Audiologist in hearing conservation programs: sound measurement, effects of noise on hearing, hearing
measurement, hearing protective devices and noise control. Prerequisite: 560 or permission of i?5tructor.

7
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;·,,-~64. Hearing ConserYation, (3)

r

Role of AuEliologist in hearing conserYation programs: sound measurement, effects of noise on hearino hearino
1-.
.
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measurement, ueanng protect1Ye ueY1ces anu noise control, Prerequisite: 560 or permission of in5tructor.

'---

565 . Seminar in Aural Rehabilitation, (3)
Prerequisites: 321 ,425 or equivalent {Fall}
567. Pediatric Audiology, (3)

1
'
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Pediatric assessment and hearing loss management procedures.
Prerequisite: 560. {Fall }
~-1. .

,P

567. Pediatric /rnEliology. (3)
! Pediatric assessment anEl hearing loss management procedures.
: Prerequisite: 560. (Fall )
:__,..

568. Medical Audiology. (3 )
Diseases and injuries of the ear resulting in reduced auditory function arid their associated audiologic find ings.
Medical terminology, interoperative monitoring are also discussed. Prerequisite: 560.

~;f ( ' 568. Medical Audiology. (3)
~A- : Dise~ses and ~juries ~f the ear r~sulting ~ r~duced audito_ry function and ~e~ associated auEliologic finElings.
~ ·

1

Medical termmology, mteroperative momtonng are also discussed. Prereqms1te: 560.

7
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'--r 599. Master's Thesis . (1-6 hrs. per semester}
cffered on a CR/NC basis only.

l

__.)

RESOLUTION

The New Mexico State Legislature, Session 1, 1999, passed A Memorial. .. requ sting the
state educational institutions to eliminate or curtail solicitations for credit cards.

copy

is attached. In response to their actions we are asking that the University of ew Me ico
specifically, ASUNM, GPSA, and the Faculty Senate endorse the following resolution :
WHEREAS,

the amount of consumer debt accumulated by college students is

reaching an all-time high. Aggressive marketing practices attract students to sign up for
credit cards by providing free gifts in exchange for filling out credit card applications·
and
WHEREAS,

in a national survey of 1,260 students across 15 campuses

nationwide by the United States Public Interest Research Group found that, "stud nts
who obtain credit cards at on-campus promotional tables carry larger balances and pay
off their credit cards later than those who obtain cards else where;" and
WHEREAS,

students are forced to repay their credit card debt with student loan

monies, appeals to family and friends, cutting back on course work to increase the
amount of time at paid jobs or even dropping out of school; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED, that the University community shall develop, adopt and implement
a comprehensive credit education program and marketing practice policy by
-assessing a fee for educational programming
-restricting location of credit marketers
-requiring marketers to display Fair Credit Act information

di (
OCTOBER 15, 2002 UPDATE ON COMMITTEES

KEY=
Red-Temporary Chairs (5 vacancies)
Blue-Vacant FS Rep Seats (11 vacancies)
Brown-Vacant Stud~~t Seats (36 vacancies)
Purple-Vacant Administrator or Community Member seats (17 vacancies)
Green-Vacant Faculty Seats (31 vacancies)
Number of Committees Without Vacancies (8)

Admissions & Registration
Chair - Charlie Steen
FS Rep - Byron Lindsey
Members needed: 1 GPSA (GPSA notified)

Athletic Council
Chair - Robert Duncan
FS Rep - Bopanna Ballachanda
Members needed: 1 graduate student (GPSA notified)

Bachelor of University Studies
Chair - Fred Sturm
FS Rep - Gireesh Gupchup
Members needed:
1 tenured faculty from Anderson Schools
1 tenured faculty from Fine Arts
1 tenured faculty from Nursing
1 tenured faculty from Pharmacy
No preferences listed for any of the vacancies

Budget
Chair - Robert Leonard
FS Rep - Robert Leonard
Members needed:
1 faculty from Nursing
1 faculty from Pharmacy
No preferences listed for any of the vacancies

Campus Planning
Temporary Chair- Alf Simon
FS Rep - Vacant
Members needed:
1 ASUNM student (ASUNM notified)
1 GPSA student (GPSA notified)
6 Administrators selected during summer via OUS (no response from letters sent)
3 Administrators from City of Albuquerque selected during summer via OUS (no response from
letters sent)
4 Neighborhood Associations (each sector); selected during summer via OUS (no response from
letters sent)

Computer Use
Chair - Richard Howell
FS Rep - William Bramble

Members needed:
1 ASUNM student (ASUNM notified)
2 GPSA stsudents (GPSA notified)

Curricula
Chair - Judith Ponticell
FS Rep - Greg Cajete
Members needed:
1 faculty from A&S-social & behavioral sciences
1 faculty from A&S-natural physical sciences & math
1 faculty from Fine Arts
1 faculty from Law
1 faculty from Dental Hygiene
1 ASUNM student (ASUNM notified)
1 GPSA student (GPSA notified)
No preferences listed for any faculty vacancies
Faculty & Staff Benef'rts
Chair - Michael Gold
FS Rep - Vacant
Members needed: NONE
Faculty Ethics & Advisory
Chair - Steven Block
FS Rep - Steven Block
Members needed:
1 GPSA student (GPSA notified)
Governmental Relations
Chair - Marcus Price
FS Rep - Vacant
Members needed: NONE
Graduate
Chair - David Henkel, Jr.
FS Rep - Bazan Romero
Members needed: NONE
Honorary Degree
Chair - Regent Lany Willard
FS Rep- Vivian Valencia (contact)
Members needed: NONE

Intellectual Property
Chair - Johannes van Reenen
FS Rep - Hany Llull
Members needed:
1 faculty Anderson Schools
1 faculty University College
.
gn .
1 President of Science & Technology Ctr o
No preferences listed for any faculty vacanaes

International Affairs
Temporary Chair - Byron Lindsey
FS Rep - Vacant
Members needed:
8Jf\.i~ students, 1 student, 1 senat

KUNM Radio
Chair - William J. Chavez
FS Rep - Margo Milleret
Members needed: NONE

(ASU

notified)

Library
Chair - Noel Pugach
FS Rep - Harry Llull
Members needed:
1 faculty Anderson Schools, Economics, or Public Adm · . t t·
1 faculty from branch
,ms ra ion
1 faculty Law
2 ASUNM students (ASUNM notified)
2 GPSA students (GPSA notified)
No preferences listed for faculty vacancies

Research Allocations
Chair - Virginia Shipman
FS Rep - Virginia Shipman
Members needed: NONE

Research Policy
Chair - Charles Fleddermann
FS Rep - William Bramble
Members needed:
1 GPSA student (GPSA notified)

Scholarships, Prizes & Loans
Chair - Teddy Warner
FS Rep - Vacant

Members needed:
1 faculty Gallup
1 faculty Valencia
1 faculty Los Alamos
1 Director Development Office
2 ASUNM students (ASUNM notified)
No preferences listed for faculty vacancies
Student Conduct
Temporary Chair - Janice Schuetz
FS Rep - Vacant
Members needed:
1 faculty member
5 ASUNM students (ASUNM notified)
5 GPSA students (GPSA notified)
4 at large faculty or students
No preferences listed for faculty vacancies

student Publications Board
Chair - Bob Gassaway
FS Rep - Vacant
Members needed:
1 ASUNM senator nominted by ASUNM VP (ASUNM notified)
1 undergad student sleeted by all journalism majors (no notification by Gassaway to OUS)
1 undergrad student selected by ASUNM President (ASUNM notified)
1 graduate student nominated by GPSA President (GPSA notified)

student Union Board
Chair - Walt Miller
FS Rep - Vacant
Members needed:
1 faculty
1 President or designee
1 Dean of Students or designee
2 graduate students (GPSA notified)

Teaching Enhancement
Temporary Chair - Lynn Schibeci
FS Rep - Vacant
Members needed:
1 GPSA student (GPSA notified)

Undergraduate
Chair - Lee Couch
FS Rep - Vacant

Members needed:
1 faculty Education
1 faculty Engineering
1 faculty Pharmacy
1 faculty Valencia
1 faculty Gallup
1 faculty Nursing
No preferences listed for faculty vacancies

University Honors
Chair - Rosalie Otero

FS Rep - Lisa Broidy
Members needed: NONE
University Press
Temporary Chair- Luther Wilson
FS Rep - Vacant
Members needed:
NONE

